4flow challenge –
Case Study Competition
for Students

Competition for tomorrow’s
consultants
About to earn a master’s degree, preferably with a concentration in supply chain or logistics? Looking for an opportunity to prove you have consulting talent?
Show 4flow you’ve got consulting skills, and win cash
prizes totaling 10,000 euros.
Case study on e-commerce
Based on an e-commerce case, your team will be tasked
with developing a strategy for an e-commerce business.
Experienced consultants from 4flow will be there to coach
you and your team individually, providing an insider’s look
into supply chain consulting.
Timeline and prizes
The competition will take place from April 4 to May 13,
2016. Participation is open to teams consisting of 3 to 4
master’s students, preferably with a concentration in supply chain and logistics. Teams are welcome to get support
from their university professor. Winners will be announced
during the finals on May 12 and 13 at the 4flow headquarters in Berlin. The prize for first place is 4,000 euros, the
second place team will receive 2,000 euros, and the third
place team receives 1,000 euros. Professors supporting the
top three winning teams will also receive cash prizes for
their department.

What 4flow consultants say about
the 4flow challenge
“The 4flow challenge is about strategic
decision making, concept planning and
analytic evaluation. It will involve – as
in everyday consulting – a good deal of
teamwork.”
Niklas, 4flow consulting

“As college grads turned consultants, we
came up with the idea for 4flow challenge
and our supervisors and colleagues really
liked the idea. We look forward to meeting
the teams and to an exciting competition.”
Diana, 4flow consulting

“The 4flow challenge will let students dive
into the world of consulting. The case
design, the rules and the support teams
receive reflect a consultant‘s work.”
Konrad, 4flow consulting

Register to participate by March 18, 2016.

Do you have the talent to
solve this supply chain case?
Accept the 4flow challenge!
Want to find out more? Get the details:
www.4flow.com/challenge

“The friendly and highly
motivated team along with
the innovative business
model convinced me
that 4flow was the right
choice.”
Gerhard, 4flow consulting

Shape your future with 4flow
4flow consulting offers one-stop management consulting, concept
development, and implementation support for logistics and supply
chain management. With our top-notch expertise, we provide
consulting services for international clients. From strategy to
implementation, we create solutions that last.
As a consultant at 4flow you will work with customers from various
industries and in different locations around the world. You will
work on consulting projects involving a wide range of supply chain
topics. In a team-based environment you will optimize complex
supply chain processes and get measurable results for our customers.
What sets us apart?
An excellent team, a clear vision and a talent management program
that strives to maintain a professional framework for your continuous development. At the same time, our corporate culture supports
individuality and direct responsibility.
Interested in 4flow?
Get more details about job opportunities, writing a thesis at 4flow
and internships at www.4flow.com/careers.
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